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The integrand, when a martingale under an equivalent measure is represented as a stochastic integral, 
is determined by elementary methods in the Markov situation. Applications to hedging portfolios in 
finance are described. 
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1. Introduction 
In the modern theory of option pricing and hedging, the representation of martingales 
as stochastic integrals plays a central role. Since the corresponding integrands 
immediately lead to hedging strategies, it is of considerable interest to find explicit 
expressions for these integrands. 
The martingale representation result and its background is fully described in the 
paper of Ocone [ 121, where the problem is discussed using methods of the Malliavin 
calculus and weak differentiability in certain Sobolev spaces. In a recent paper by 
Ocone and Karatzas [ 131 the representation result of [ 121 is applied to determine 
optimal portfolios and hedging strategies. 
In the Markov case elementary methods, which do not use the Malliavin calculus 
in function space, are employed by Elliott and Kohlmann in [5] and [6] to determine 
the integrands in certain stochastic integrals. Indeed, all that is used is the Markov 
property and the It6 differentiation rule. 
The present paper extends the representation result of [6] to the situation where 
the martingale representation takes place with respect to an equivalent measure 
whose Girsanov exponential is defined in terms of a Markov integrand. The motiva- 
tion for the Girsanov measure transformation is developed by Harrison, Kreps and 
Pliska [8,9]. A Markov Girsanov transform clearly introduces a new integrand in 
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the martingale representation, and this is made explicit in Theorem 3.1. It is possible 
this result could be derived as a corollary of the general result of Haussman and 
Ocone, see [12]. However any such relation is certainly not transparent and our 
proof, again the Markov case, is simple and direct. 
The application of our martingale representation result to option pricing is 
described in Section 4. Stock price dynamics which give explicit, closed form 
expressions for hedging policies appear hard to find. However, in Section 5 we 
show how our result gives the hedging policy in the well known Black-Scholes case, 
[l], of log-normal prices with constant drift and variance. 
2. Dynamics 
Suppose w = ( wl, . . . , d’) is an m-dimensional Brownian motion defined for ta0 
on a probability space (0, 9, P). Consider the d-dimensional stochastic differential 
equation 
dx, =f( t, x,) dt+ o( t, x,) dw, (2.1) 
for t > 0, where f: [0, m)xRd + Rd and (r: [0, a)xRd + Rd OR” are measurable 
functions which are three times differentiable in x, and which, together with their 
derivatives, have linear growth in x. Write &t(x) for the solution of (2.1) for t 2 s 
having initial condition &(x) = x. Then from the results of Bismut [2] or Kunita 
[ 1 l] there is a set N c 0 of measure zero such that for w rZ N there is a version of 
&(x) which is twice differentiable in x and continuous in t and s. 
Write Ds,l(x) = a&,(x)/ax for the Jacobian of the map x+ &,(x); then it is known 
that D is the solution of the linearized equation 
d&(x) =_L(& x,)&(x) dt+ox(& x,)&(x) dw, (2.2) 
with initial condition D,,,(x) = 1, the d x d identity matrix. The inverse D;:(x) 
exists; see [2]. 
Suppose g :[O,oo)xRd +Rm satisfies similar conditions to those off and define 
the (scalar) exponential M,,,(x) by 
=1+ 
I 
I 
dw:. dr, Ss,r(x)M,,(x), (2.3) 
s 
where * denotes adjoint and . inner product in Rd. 
Write {F,} for the right continuous complete family of a-fields generated by W. 
If, for example, g further satisfies a linear growth condition 
I&, x)l =G K(I + 1x1) 
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a new probability measure 13 can be defined by putting 
dB 
dP F, 
= WI,r(%). 
Girsanov’s theorem then implies that G is an {F,} Brownian motion under F where 
dG,, = dw, -At, &,t(xo)) dt. (2.4) 
Let c:Rd +R! be a C2 function which, together with its derivatives, has linear 
growth, and for 0 s t G T consider the I? martingale 
N, = &(SO,T(~O))] Fri. 
Then from, for example, Theorem 16.22 of [4] N, has a representation for 0 s t s T 
as 
I 
, 
Iv,=Jv,+ y.7 dk 
0 
where y is an {F,} predictable process such that 
(2.5) 
3. Martingale representation 
Theorem 3.1. 
y*=E T dz:. gg(r, ~ob,r(~o)Po,r(~o) * ~(SO,T(XO)) 
f 
+c~('$O,T(xO))DO,T(xO) F, D,:(xo)'df, &o,dxo)). 
II 
Proof. For 0~ t c T write x = &,(x0). By the semigroup property of stochastic flows, 
which follows from the uniqueness of solutions of (2.1), 
'$O,T.(xO) = &,T(&O,,(xO>) = &;,T(x). (3.1) 
Differentiating (3.1) we see 
DO,T(xO) = Dr,T(X)DO,r(XO)e (3.2) 
Furthermore, 
MO,T(xO) = MO,,(xO)M,,Tb). (3.3) 
For y E[W~ define ?(t, y) = E[I14~,~(y)c(&~(y))], and consider the martingale 
N,= ~[~SO,T(XO))) Ftl 
=E[M,,T(~)c(S,.T(X))I Cl 
= E[A4r,T(~)~(&T(~))], by the Markov property. 
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Then from Lemma 14.18 of [4], 
N,= F(Q). 
We noted above that .$r,T(~) is twice differentiable in x; the differentiability of 
~[M,T(~M&,T(~))~ in t can be established by writing the backward equation for 
(M,T(~), 5,,T(~)) as in ill]. 
Under r’, &,,(x,) is given by the equation 
50.,(x,) = XO+ 
I 
’ (f(s, &,.~(xo)) + fl. g(s, &,.~(x,))) ds 
0 
i 
f 
+ a(~, h,.~(xo)) d$s. (3.4) 
0 
,. 
If V(t, &,(x,)) is expanded by the It; rule we see 
e(r, x) = GO, 50.,(x,)) = N, 
+ So,s(xo)b(s, 5o,.s(x,)) d$s. (3.5) 
Here 
where a(t, xi) = (a,;(t, x,)) is the matrix (T(T*. Now N, is a special semimartingale, 
so the decompositions (2.5) and (3.5) must be the same. As there is no bounded 
variation term in (2.5) we see immediately, similarly to [7], that 
!$(s, 5OJ(xO))+ MS, 5O,.S(%)) = 0 
with f( T, x) = c(x). Also 
af 
However, [,,T(~) = [O,7(xO) so, from the differentiability and linear growth of g, 
aPwE 
dX [ aM;;(x) C(SO,T(XO)) + M,T(X) 2 (&T(X)) I 
Again using the existence of solutions of stochastic differential equations which 
are differentiable in their initial conditions, we have from (2.3), 
aM r(x) 
d+,T -dr, &Jx)) 7 dr 
T 
a‘5 r(x) 
I 
dwT * gJr, &r(x)) 7 M,,(x). (3.6) 
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However, we can solve (3.6) by variation of constants and obtain 
aM,,(x) I 
7 
ax = M,T(X) * 
d$:. g&r, &;.r(x))Qr(x). 
,
(3.7) 
The result can be verified by differentiation, because (3.6) has a unique solution. 
Therefore, with x = &,(x0), 
aC(t x) ~=~[M,,(x){~.’ 
ax 
d;:. g<(r,&r_(x))%(x). ~SO,T(XO)) 
+c.$(5,,7(x))Q,7(x) 
[I 
7 
=i 
d$:. gc(r, &,,~_(xo))~o,r(~o) * c(50,7(xo)) 
f 
+~~(5o,7(xo))~o.7(~0) fi Q&J, 
I 1 
and the result follows. 0 
Remark 3.2. The result extends immediately to functions for which a generalized 
It6 formula holds; this class includes convex functions and differences of two convex 
functions. See Karatzas and Shreve [lo]. 
4. Hedging portfolios 
It is shown in Harrison and Pliska [9] that hedging policies arise from a martingale 
representation under an equivalent measure. Consequently, we give an application 
of Theorem 3.1 in this section. 
Consider a vector of d stocks 
s = (S’, . . . ) 9)’ 
whose prices are described by a system of stochastic differential equations of the form 
/_~‘(f, S,) dt+ ; hV(r, S,) dw: . 
j=l > 
Models of this kind are usual in finance. When the pi and A,j are constant we have 
the familiar log-normal stock price. For economic reasons, so that the claim is 
attainable, see [9], the number of sources of noise, that is the dimension of the 
Brownian motion w, is taken equal to the number of stocks. A, = A (t, S) = (A,( t, S)) 
is, therefore, a d x d matrix. We suppose A is non-singular, three times differentiable 
in S, and that A-‘( t, S) and all derivatives of A have at most linear growth in S. 
Writingp(r,S)=(p’(t,S) ,..., cr. d ( t, S))’ we also suppose p is three times differenti- 
able in S with all derivatives having at most linear growth in S. 
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We suppose the stocks pay no dividends. However, suppose there is a bond Sv 
with a fixed interest rate r, so Sp= e”. The discounted stock price vector 5, = 
(6: 3. . . , td)’ is then 5, := e-“S, so 
(p’(t,e”&-r)dt+ g hV(r,e”&)dw~ . 
j=l > 
(4.1) 
Writing 
6: 0 
A,=A(r,&)= ‘y 
i 1 0 6:’ 
andp=(r,r,..., r)’ equation (4.1) can be written 
d.$ = A,((/.L -p) dt+A, dw). (4.2) 
As in Section 2, there is a flow of diffeomorphisms x + &,(x) associated with this 
system, and their non-singular Jacobians D,,,. 
In the terminology of Harrison and Pliska [9] the return process Y, = ( Y:, . . . , Y:‘) 
is here given by 
dY=(p-p)dt+A dw. (4.3) 
The drift term in (4.3) can be removed by applying the Girsanov change of measure. 
Write 17 (t, S) = A (t, S))‘( p( t, S) - p) and define the martingale M by 
, 
M,=l- 
I 
M,rl(s, S)’ dw,. 
Then 
M,=exp,, $.dw.%-ild/rl,l’dr) 
is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of a probability measure k Furthermore, under 
I’, +, = w, +jh ~(s, S)’ ds is a standard Brownian motion. Consequently, under p, 
dY,=A,di, 
and 
d& = A,A, d6,. (4.4) 
Therefore, the discounted stock price process 5 is a martingale under P so P is a 
‘risk-neutral’ measure. 
Consider a function i: Rd + R, where 4 is twice differentiable and 4 and & are 
of at most linear growth in x. For some future time T> t we shall be interested in 
finding the current price (i.e., current valuation at time t), of a contingent claim of 
the form (cI(S,). It is convenient to work with the discounted stock price, SO we 
consider equivalently the current value of 
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+ has linear growth, so we may define the square integrable 1? martingale N by 
As in Harrison and Pliska [9], if we can express N in the form 
N, = J%GAI + I 
’ 4(s)’ 6% 
0 
then c$=(c$‘,...,~~)’ is a hedge portfolio that generates the contingent claim. 
However, we can apply Theorem 3.1 to derive immediately: 
Theorem 4.1. 
#+)=E 
[I 
sT Q(U, e”50,dxo))~o,u(xo) d~t,-~(So,r(xo)) 
+~~(~O,T(xO))DO,T(xO) Fs &,:(Xo). 
I 1 
Proof. From Theorem 3.1, under measure p, 
where 
T y.T = E [I 77~Do,u(Xo) d%,. 'b(60,T(xO)) s 
+~~(~O,T(xO))~O.T(xO) F, oo,:(xo)A(So,s(xo))A~. I 1 
Because d& = A,A, dti,,, 4(s) has the stated form. 0 
Remarks 4.2. Note that if n is not a function of LJ (which is certainly the situation 
in the usual log-normal case where p and A are constant), ns is zero and the first 
term in C$ vanishes. 
The bond component 4” in the portfolio is given by 
and N, is the price associated with the contingent claim at time t. 
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Stock price dynamics for which the hedging policy 4 can be evaluated in closed 
form appear hard to find. However, if we consider a vector of log-normal stock 
prices we can re-derive the Black-Scholes results. Suppose, therefore, that the vector 
of stock prices S = (S’, . . . , Sd)’ evolves according to the equations 
dS:=S; /_L’ dt-t i A, dw: 
( j=l > 
(5.1) 
wherep=(p’,..., pLd) and A = (A,,), are contant. The discounted stock price 5 is 
then given by (4.2). 
Consider a contingent claim which consists of d European call options with 
expiry dates T, s T2< ’ . . s Td and exercise prices c, , . . , cd, respectively. Then 
+(T],. . . , 7,1)=,$!, $k(61.TA(lio))=k~, (5~,TI(xo)-ck eprTh)+. 
The Gk are convex functions, so applying the generalized It6 differentiation rule of 
[lo] Theorem 3.1 is valid as noted in Remark 3.2 with 
$: = (0,. . . , 0, 1(&-r, > ck emrTh}, 0,. . . , 0). 
From (5.1) we see that the Jacobian D,,, is just the diagonal matrix 
. .. 
Do,, = I 
and its inverse is 
0 . . . 
ev 
D,:= 
0 
d 
exp c hdj$ -iaddt 
,=I 
. . . 
I_ 
0 . . . ev H - 5 Adji&iaddt ,=1 
(The explicit, exponential form of the solution shows D,, is independent of 
Thus, the trading strategy & that generates the contingent claim cClk(&,) is 
@k(s)‘= ~.[~~(~o,T~(xo))Do,~~ 1 El&,: 
=(0 ,..., O,E I{~o,T,>cke~‘rk} 
x0.) 
Xexp t hkj(~~~--~)-~Ukk(Tk-S) 
j=1 
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for OS s s Tk. Note that C&(S) = 0 for s > Tk, i.e., &(s) stops at Tk. However, from 
(5-l), 
iff 
d 
ck 
1 hkj$k > log 7 
() 
+ ($Zkk - r) Tk = (Yk, say, 
]=I x0 
(5.2) 
that is, iff 
; fikj(&- 
d 
G,‘,) > (Yk - c hkj;‘:. 
j=l j=1 
Now, under p, C,“=, Akj( GGk - Gj) is normally distributed with mean zero, variance 
akk( Tk -s), and is independent of FT. Therefore, the nonzero component of &(S) 
is 
cc 
I , exp{x - $a,& (Tk - S)} eXp -X2 dx al. pxf’= 1h G’ / ( h,(Tk-S) h&( Tk -s) 
I 
OD 
exp -Lx-akk(Tk-S)]* 
{ 
dx = 
ardor_, A+.: ,m 2akk(Tk -S) 2”Takk(Tk -S) 
I 
cc 
dy = [ak -1 hkj$ - akk( Tk - S)]/Jakk( Tk -S) e?“‘~ 
4% 
=@ 
-ak+&ikj$;+akk(Tk-S) 
Jakk(Tk-S) 
Again from (l), 
which together with (5.2) gives 
or, in terms of the (nondiscounted) price St, 
&(s)=(O ,..., O,@(log(S”cjbl;k~;_-s;(Tk-s)),O ,..., O)‘, (5.3) 
0 s s s Tk. Therefore, the trading strategy C$ generating +!J( Tl, . . . , Tk) = ~~=, rClk(&,) 
can be written, with a slight abuse of notation, as 4(s) = (4,(s), . . . , Gd (s))‘, where 
l”g(S:/ck)-(iakk-r)(Tk-S) _ 
Jakk(Tk-S) 
(5.4) 
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Finally, we calculate the price of the claim E[$(T,, . . . , T,)]=C:=, B[g“(&,)] 
similarly: 
d . d _ 
1 E[~“(&,)l= c E(Ck7, - Ck eprTk)+ 
k=l k=l 
1 
@ds,k/ ck) + &kk f I) Tk 
Jzz ) 
-ck e _‘Tk @ 
bds,k/ ck) + hkk + r) Tk 
Gz 
-JGz 
> 
(where we have used 60” = S,“, k = 1,. . . , d). When d = 1 the above result reduces 
to the well-known Black-Scholes formula. 
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